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ABSTRACT: Polymerized polyacrylamide (PAA) substrates are linearly elastic
hydrogels that are widely used in mechanosensing studies due to their
biocompatibility, wide range of functionalization capability, and tunable
mechanical properties. However, such cellular response on purely elastic
substrates, which do not mimic the viscoelastic living tissues, may not be
physiologically relevant. Because the cellular response on 2D viscoelastic PAA
substrates remains largely unknown, we used stereolithography (SLA)-based
additive manufacturing technique to create viscoelastic PAA substrates with
tunable mechanical properties that allow us to identify physiologically relevant
cellular behaviors. Three PAA substrates of different complex moduli were
fabricated by SLA. By embedding fluorescent markers during the additive
manufacturing of the substrates, we show a homogeneous and uniform
composition throughout, which conventional manufacturing techniques cannot
produce. Rheological investigation of the additively manufactured PAA substrates shows a viscoelastic behavior with a 5−10% loss
moduli compared to their elastic moduli, mimicking the living tissues. To understand the cell mechanosensing on the dissipative
PAA substrates, single live cells were seeded on PAA substrates to establish the basic relationships between cell traction, cytoskeletal
prestress, and cell spreading. With the increasing substrate moduli, we observed a concomitant increase in cellular traction and
prestress, but not cell spreading, suggesting that cell spreading can be decoupled from traction and intracellular prestress in
physiologically relevant environments. Together, additively manufactured PAA substrates fill the void of lacking real tissue like
viscoelastic materials that can be used in a variety of mechanosensing studies with superior reproducibility.

1. INTRODUCTION
The cytoskeletal prestress is a master regulator of critical
cellular functions.1 In the last two decades, many mechano-
sensing studies show that cytoskeletal prestress regulates cell
spreading,2 migration,3 chemotaxis,4 cell fate determination,5−7

immune cell activation,8 malignancy and cancer progression,9

and dictates many other fundamental cell behaviors including,
but not limited to, rigidity sensing,10 cellular adaptation to
microenvironment stiffness,11 and nuclear mechanotransduc-
tion.12−14 A majority of these studies relied on flexible
polyacrylamide (PAA) substrates for regulating cytoskeletal
prestress. The crosslinked PAA substrates are nontoxic,
biocompatible, hydrophilic, and offer a wide range of
functionalization capabilities. In addition, the tunability of
mechanical stiffness of the flexible substrates is a very attractive
feature of PAA substrates. Collectively, the flexible PAA
substrates are at the heart of mechanotransduction and
mechanosensing studies. However, the fabrication of PAA
substrates is technically challenging, thus dependent on the
user expertise level, restricted to specific shapes, tedious and
time-consuming, not suitable for high-throughput production,
and does not allow good control over local polymerization

reactions. As a result, there could be local property variations
and batch−batch reproducibility issues which may lead to
confounding results.
With the advent of additive manufacturing, many of the

shortcomings of PAA substrate fabrication by conventional
processes could be avoided altogether. Among the additive
manufacturing technologies, vat polymerization, also known as
the stereolithography (SLA) technique, is best suited for PAA
substrate manufacturing. SLA is a process where liquid
photoactivatable resin is cured by a UV light source. SLA is
faster, cheaper, efficient, and highly customizable in terms of
shape and thickness.15 Additionally, the SLA technique
eliminates user expertise dependence during fabrication,
reduces the batch−batch variation, and most importantly
provides greater control of local properties. Here, we utilized
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the SLA technique to manufacture PAA substrates with three
different monomer to crosslinker ratios, namely, 10%
acrylamide: 0.15% bis-acrylamide, 10% acrylamide: 0.30%
bis-acrylamide, and 10% acrylamide: 1.2% bis-acrylamide, to
investigate the mechanical and rheological properties, porosity,
surface topography, homogeneity, and suitability for mecha-
nosensing studies such as traction force microscopy (TFM) on
varying substrate stiffness. Our optimized SLA technique to
manufacture PAA substrates can be used to interrogate many
single-cell behaviors with all the benefits that come along with
additive manufacturing.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Additive Manufacturing and Functionalization of

PAA Substrates. We used vat photopolymerization, also
known as SLA, with a 405 nm UV light source to print PAA
substrates. The photoreactive resin mixture was placed in the

resin tank while the UV light source focuses on the x−y plane
(Figure 1). The printing base containing the glass slide was
lowered into the tank and moved in the z-direction (Figure 1).
Our SLA 3D printer used a bottom-up approach, where the
source UV light, placed under the resin tank, shone in the
upward direction. The gap between the printing base and resin
tank determined each layer’s height. As the UV light cured the
photoreactive resin, the printing base was raised incrementally
by an amount set by each layer thickness. This bottom-up
approach is precise and provides greater control over the
printing process.15 The SLA 3D printer allows design flexibility
(e.g., shape, size, and thickness) for the additive manufacturing
of PAA substrates.
During the initial runs, we identified some key factors and

parameters that regulate the properties of additively manufac-
tured PAA substrates. Source ultraviolet wavelength, time of
exposure, choice of photoinitiators and their concentrations,

Figure 1. Additive manufacturing of viscoelastic PAA substrates. (A) Schematic of an SLA 3D printer showing major components. A representative
circular design of the substrate array is displayed in the resin tank where the light source emits UV light for photopolymerization. (B) 3D model of
an array of substrates is used for printing. The substrates can be printed in any desired shape and thickness as low as 50 μm. Here, a circular
substrate array (yellow) is shown on an activated glass slide. (C) Additively manufactured PAA substrates on an activated glass slide. As shown in
the 3D model, six gels were printed on the activated glass slide. A reusable confinement boundary (gray) is affixed on the slide for subsequent
cleaning, functionalization, and experimentation. (D,E) Additively manufactured PAA substrates show tunable viscoelastic properties. Soft (green),
intermediate (blue), and stiff (orange) substrates show 5−10% viscous dissipation capacity compared to their respective elastic modulus. Data
represent mean ± s.e. and are from 3 independent experiments.
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substrate thickness, resting time after printing, and monomer
to crosslinker concentration were some of the key factors and
parameters that could potentially affect the fabrication process.
Some of the key factors were fixed (due to the inherent
specifications of the SLA 3D printer) leading to the choice of
additional dependent factors, while the others could be varied.
For example, the source UV wavelength was fixed at 405 nm.
Therefore, we were limited to choosing photoinitiators
corresponding to 405 nm. The photoinitiator Irgacure 2959
(I2959) could not be used despite being the most widely used
photoinitiator in the market.16 To photoactivate the
acrylamide: bis-acrylamide mixtures, we carefully evaluated
several photoinitiators, namely, TPO, TPO-Li, and PEG-
BAPO which are known to be photoreactive around 405
nm.17−19 Performances of these photoinitiators along with a
relative comparison are shown in Table 1. In our studies, TPO-
Li was best suited due to the high absorption coefficient
around 405 nm. Besides, TPO-Li was biocompatible and very
affordable.20

By using an additive manufacturing technique for PAA
substrates, we benefitted from the freedom and flexibility in
designing different shapes and sizes of the gels as needed. The
hydrogels were designed and printed with varying sizes and
thicknesses depending on the application and characterization
technique. For single living-cell applications, we designed and
printed circular gels of 25 mm diameter and height ranging
between 50 and 250 μm on a glass slide. The z-axis resolution
of the printer was limited to 50 μm, so the printed samples had
to be in multiples of 50 μm. For scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) studies, we printed circular substrates of 25 mm
diameter and 1 mm height. For atomic force microscope
(AFM) studies, we prepared 16 mm diameter and 2 mm height
substrates. For bulk rheological measurements, we printed
circular gels of 30 mm diameter and 1 mm height.
We followed the previously described glass surface

preparation for PAA substrate attachment and made some
modifications as described below.21,22 First, 3-aminopropylme-
thoxysilane (97%, Sigma-Aldrich) was smeared over the glass
surfaces and left for 15 min. The slides were placed inside a
solution containing 0.5% silane in ddH2O for 10 min while
stirring. Silanized slides were taken out and rinsed for 10 min
in ddH2O while stirring. The slides were placed inside an oven
for 1 h at 160 °C. The dried slides were placed in the
desiccator for 15 min to cool off. The slides were immersed in
0.5% glutaraldehyde (Grade II, Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min.
Activated glass slides were washed 2×, 6 min each time, with
ddH2O to rinse off excess glutaraldehyde.
Acrylamide solution was prepared by mixing different

proportions of 40% acrylamide solution (Bio-Rad) and 2%

bis solution (Bio-Rad) with water. 0.4% fluorosphere
carboxylate microbeads (0.2 μm, yellow-green color, Life
Technologies) were added to the solution. 2% v/v lithium
phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (Colorado Photo-
polymer Solutions, Sartumer, Arkema) photoinitiator was
added to activate the solution under UV light. Because the
photoinitiator was sensitive to light, the solution was kept
wrapped in aluminum foil from that point onward.
A prepared glass slide, as described above, was mounted

upside down on the printing base so that the activated surface
was facing the UV light source. Acrylamide solution was
poured into the vat/resin tank of the SLA 3D printer
(Monoprice) and the printing process was initiated. A
previously designed substrate array was selected for printing
and the exposure time was 30 s/layer. After the PAA substrates
were printed on the glass slide, they were submerged in
phosphate-buffered saline or PBS (1×) for 15 min to rinse off
any excess acrylamide solution. The printed PAA substrates
were kept in 100 mM HEPES solution.
To functionalize the top surface of the PAA substrates, 100

μM TFPA-PEG3-Biotin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added
to the gel surface. The PAA substrates were placed under UV
light for activation for 5 min on an ice pack. To ensure uniform
surface coverage, the process was repeated twice and washed
with PBS in-between steps. Next, 200 μg/mL of NeutrAvidin
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the PAA substrates
for 10 min. The NeutrAvidin solution was removed, and the
PAA substrates were washed with PBS. RGD-Biotin (Peptides
International; concentration of 10 μM) was added to the PAA
substrate and incubated for 1 h. Next, the PAA substrates were
washed with PBS and were ready for cell plating.

2.2. Conventional Manufacturing of PAA Substrates.
PAA gel substrates were prepared as described elsewhere.22−24

The PAA substrates with 10% acrylamide and 0.15% bis-
acrylamide were fabricated. Fluorosphere carboxylate microbe-
ads (0.2 μm, Life Technologies) with yellow-green color were
added to the solution mix before setting up the polymerization
reactions initiated by ammonium persulfate and tetramethyle-
thylenediamine.

2.3. Routine Cell Culture and Cell Experiments. B16F1
mouse melanoma cell line was routinely cultured on 2D 6-well
dishes with a high-glucose DMEM (Invitrogen) medium that
contains 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) at 37 °C with 5%
CO2. The cell culture medium was also supplemented with 2
mM L-glutamine (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1 mM sodium
pyruvate (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 50 μg/mL
penicillin−streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells
were cultured to 90% confluency before seeding on 2D PAA
substrates for TFM. Before seeding the cells, the slides were
taken out from 4 °C and kept in RT in order to avoid cold
shock. The cells were dislodged using 0.25% Trypsin−EDTA
and were seeded on the additively manufactured PAA
substrates with DPBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing
calcium and magnesium for 4 h before TFM experiments.

2.4. Rheological Measurements. Small amplitude
oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology was used to evaluate the
impact of monomer and crosslinker composition on the
viscoelastic properties of SLA-printed PAA substrates. An
Anton Paar (Ashland, VA) MCR301 rotational rheometer was
used to determine the effects of composition on viscoelastic
properties at 25 °C. For each composition, disks were printed
using SLA and stored in PBS. The substrates were tested using
parallel plates at gaps between 0.9 and 1.0 mm; the samples

Table 1. Comparison of Various Photoinitiators for
Additive Manufacturing of PAA Substrates

properties TPO TPO-Li BAPO

activation
wavelength

385−420 nm 360−410 nm 390−430 nm

solubility water soluble water soluble acetone soluble
printing quality stable, well-defined

boundaries
stable,
polymerizes
readily

stable, 70% gels
polymerized

time of
exposure

20 s 30 s 45 s

concentration 2.4% v/v 2.0% v/v 3.0% v/v
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were trimmed after lowering the top plate. To prevent
evaporation, an evaporation blocker was used, and PBS was
placed around the sample. The upper limit of the linear
viscoelastic region (LVR) for each sample was based on a 5%
decrease in the storage modulus G′ during an amplitude
(strain) sweep at frequency w = 2 rad/s. Viscoelastic properties
were then measured at a strain within the LVR for frequencies
ranging from 0.1 to 10 rad/s. After testing, it was visually
confirmed that the sample remained intact.

2.5. Measurements of Traction Stress and Cellular
Prestress. To understand the interactions between cells and
viscoelastic PAA substrates, we employed TFM analysis.25

TFM studies were conducted on an inverted Leica DMi8
epifluorescence microscope equipped with an ORCA Flash 4.0
V2 sCMOS camera. As the cells adhered and spread on the
substrates, the resultant substrate deformation field was
quantified by fluorescent microbeads embedded within the
substrates. The displacement field and the elastic modulus of
the PAA substrates allow us to calculate the traction stress field
using the Boussinesq solution in Fourier space as explained
elsewhere.25 Elastic moduli of the substrate stiffness were
computed from the shear modulus of the substrates assuming a
Poisson’s ratio of 0.49 for PAA substrates using constitutive
relations.

2.6. Image Analysis. Pore size/ area quantification was
carried out by ImageJ software. SEM images were opened in
ImageJ software and set to scale. Freehand or polygon
selection tool allowed for measuring the area, boundary
thickness, and perimeter of each pore. The circularity index or
cell shape index (CSI) of each pore was computed using the
formula ( = • •CSI 4 Area

Perimeter2 ). For the perfect circle, CSI will be
1.0. A lower CSI value for each pore indicates a deviation from
the perfect circle.

2.7. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analyses were
performed using either a two-tailed Student’s t-test or one-
way ANOVA.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Additive Manufacturing of PAA Substrates with

Tunable Viscoelastic Properties. We used an SLA 3D

printer, with a 405 nm UV light source to print PAA substrates
(Figure 1A). The SLA 3D printer allows design flexibility (e.g.,
shape, size, and thickness) for the additive manufacturing of
PAA substrates. We designed our PAA hydrogels with varying
sizes and thicknesses depending on the application and
characterization techniques (Figure 1B,C). For demonstration
purposes, here we show six circular PAA hydrogels printed on
activated glass slides (Figure 1C). In our studies, TPO-Li was
used due to the high absorption coefficient around 405 nm.
We optimized the concentration of TPO-Li to be at 2% v/v for
our hydrogel printing. We arbitrarily chose three ratios of the
monomer to crosslinker, namely, 10% acrylamide: 0.15% bis-
acrylamide, 10% acrylamide: 0.30% bis-acrylamide, and 10%
acrylamide: 1.2% bis-acrylamide. The use of increasing
crosslinker concentrations was intended to result in different
stiffnesses ranging from soft to stiff26 and varying micro-
structures.
To measure the stiffness of these PAA substrates, we used

the SAOS rheology technique. All samples were viscoelastic
with the storage modulus G′ greater than the loss modulus G″
(tan δ < 1). Increasing the amount of crosslinker significantly
affected network formation and substrate stiffness (Figure
1D,E). As displayed in Figure 1D, the storage modulus for the
1.2% bis-acrylamide substrate at low frequency was G′ =
15,000 ± 100 Pa. This was four times higher than the 0.30%
bis-acrylamide (G′ = 3700 ± 100 Pa) and seventeen times
higher than the 0.15% bis-acrylamide (G′ = 855 ± 20 Pa). The
greater stiffness of the 1.2% bis-acrylamide was also evidenced
by it being the only sample for which G′ was completely
independent of frequency. The loss moduli G″ also decreased
with decreasing ratio of bis-acrylamide from 575 ± 6 Pa (1.2%
bis-acrylamide) to 78 ± 1 Pa (0.15% bis-acrylamide). Based on
these results, the substrates are hereafter referred to as soft
(0.15% bis bis-acrylamide), intermediate (0.30% bis-acryl-
amide), and stiff (1.2% bis-acrylamide).

3.2. Swelling Ratio of Different PAA Substrates
Predicts Differential Pore Stretchability. To determine
the physical properties of the printed PAA substrates, we
evaluated the swelling ratio and saturation time of the soft,
intermediate, and stiff substrates. The saturation time of a gel is
the time required to reach its saturation state when no further

Figure 2. Increasing the stiffness reduces the physical swelling and fluid retention capability of PAA hydrogels. (A) Swelling ratio estimation of
three different concentrations (10% acrylamide: 0.15% bis-acrylamide, 10% acrylamide: 0.3% bis-acrylamide, and 10% acrylamide: 1.2% bis-
acrylamide) of gels is presented here. The lowest bis-acrylamide concentration was labeled as soft gels while intermediate and high bis-acrylamide
concentrations were labeled as intermediate and stiff gels, respectively. Soft gels (green line) show the highest swelling compared to intermediate
(blue line) and stiff (orange line) gels. n = 10 for each gel from 3 independent experiments. Data represents mean ± s.e. (B) Saturation time of
three different substrates is shown here. The soft gels require the highest time to reach saturation while the stiff gels require the least time to reach
saturation. n = 10 for each gel from 3 independent experiments. Data represents mean ± s.e.
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swelling can take place. The swelling ratio of soft, intermediate,
and stiff gels from the dehydrated state (by alcohol
dehydration) to the saturated state at different time intervals
is plotted in Figure 2A. Figure 2A shows that the swelling ratio
was very rapid in the initial stages but gradually diminishes
until it reaches the saturation point. Figure 2A also displays
different swelling ratios for different acrylamide to bis-
acrylamide concentrations. The swelling ratio at the saturation
point of the soft gel was found to be ∼900% while the
intermediate and stiff gels exhibited a swelling ratio at
saturation of ∼675% and ∼350%, respectively. Next, we
evaluated the saturation time of the soft, intermediate, and stiff
gels. The intersection of the initial slope of swelling and the
slope of the saturation line provides us with the saturation
time. In Figure 2B, we observe that the soft gel requires ∼35
min to reach saturation while the intermediate and stiff gels
require ∼28 min and ∼15 min, respectively. From these two
figures (Figure 2A,B), we show that the soft gel matrix is more
stretchable than the stiff and intermediate gels.
Next, we ask the question, what would be the source of

stretchability? Why would the soft gels swell up to 900%
compared to the stiff gel swelling up to 350%? To address this
question, we studied the microstructure of pores of the
dehydrated soft, intermediate, and stiff gels with SEM.
Although the SEM images are not representative of actual
hydrated states, they can show a relative comparison of pores
for different gels (Figure 3A−C).27 It can be observed that
both soft and intermediate gels have relatively similar large
pore sizes, while the stiff gel showed very small pore sizes. In
Figure 3D,E, we quantified the area and circularity of pores for
soft, intermediate, and stiff gels. The average pore area of soft
and intermediate gels was between 9000 and 11,000 μm2
(Figure 3D). In comparison, the stiff gel pore area was ∼1000
μm2 (Figure 3D). We computed the circularity index28 or cell
shape index ( = • •CSI 4 Area

Perimeter2 ) of each pore for soft,
intermediate, and stiff gels, which indicates the roundness of
each pore. For a perfect circle, the CSI is 1.0. The mean CSI of
pores for soft, intermediate, and stiff gels were between 0.6 and
0.8 indicating moderate roundness (Figure 3E).
Interestingly, the thickness of the pores progressively

increased from soft to stiff gels (Figure 3F). A box-whisker
plot in Figure 3F shows the distribution of boundary thickness
of the pores of soft, intermediate, and stiff gels with mean
thicknesses of ∼5, 10, and 15 μm, respectively. Due to the
largest pore area size and smallest thickness of 5 μm, the pores
of the soft gels can be viewed to be loosely attached to each
other. In other words, they can be easily stretched. For this
very reason, during the swelling experiment, the liquid was
allowed to permeate, stretch, and deform each pore, and
swelled up to a massive 900% compared to its dehydrated
state. In soft gels, the meshes were loosely attached to each
other. Therefore, when water sipped into the pores, it stretched
the pore size by applying pressure on the pore wall or matrix.
That extra space allowed more water to sip in to fill up the
space and it continued until the meshes had stretched up to
their maximum, at this point the gels are at their saturation
state. At this state, the gels swell to their maximum volume and
stay constant without changing the volume.29 In contrast, the
pores were strong in intermediate gels and much stronger for
stiff gels compared to soft gels. Much of the volume of the stiff
gels was occupied by the thick boundaries and allowed less

liquid to be retained during the swelling experiments inside its
three-dimensional matrix.

3.3. Homogeneous and Uniform Bead Distribution of
Fluorescent Fiducial Markers is Achieved by Additive
Manufacturing. Flexible PAA substrates are widely used in
cell mechanosensing studies including TFM. During conven-
tional manufacturing of PAA substrates, fiducial markers such
as fluorescent microbeads (e.g., FITC-tagged microbeads) are
generally added to the monomer and crosslinker mixture to
observe and quantify the displacement field.30 During the
polymerization process, the microbeads are distributed
randomly throughout the gel matrix.31,32 Here, we compared
the bead distribution in additively manufactured and conven-
tionally prepared gels (Figure 4). After qualitative examination
of Figure 4A,C, it is quite evident that the bead distribution of
additively manufactured gels is far superior to the convention-
ally prepared gels. Having a uniform and homogeneous
distribution will be very attractive and beneficial for single
live-cell analysis.33 We will test this feature of additively
manufactured gels in the later part of the study.
To perform a quantitative analysis of bead distribution,

images were acquired under the microscope and the presence
of microbeads was detected by the FITC signal. The acquired
images (Figure 4A,C) were divided into four quadrants, Q1−

Figure 3. Pore size comparison of additively manufactured PAA
substrates by SEM studies. (A−C) SEM images of additively
manufactured PAA substrates show varying pore sizes. The pore
size was highest for the soft gel while the lowest for the stiff gels. The
pore size of intermediate gels was found to be similar to the soft gels.
(D) Pore area quantification of soft, intermediate, and stiff substrates.
A box-whisker plot shows the distribution of pores size for each
substrate. (E) Box-whisker plot showing the circularity index or CSI
of each pore for soft, intermediate, and stiff substrates. (F) Box-
whisker plot showing the distribution of the boundary thickness. As
the stiffness increased, the pore thickness increased concomitantly.
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Figure 4. Embedded microbead distribution analysis of additively manufactured and conventionally made PAA substrates. (A,B) Fluorescence
image of an additively manufactured PAA substrate. The embedded microbead labeled with FITC serves as a fiducial marker. The image was
divided into four quadrants (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4), and four arbitrary lines were drawn on each quadrant. A line plot of representative lines (white)
from each quadrant of the additively manufactured substrate is presented here. Gray value distribution remained similar for all four lines suggesting
that there is a homogenous composition. The presence of microbeads tagged with FITC gives rise to the peaks on the plot. (C,D) Fluorescence
image of a conventionally prepared substrate is displayed here. As before, the image was divided into four quadrants (Q1−Q4) and four arbitrary
lines were drawn on each quadrant. Streaks and clusters of microbeads can be observed throughout the image resulting in a heterogeneous
composition. The gray value of a representative line (white) from each quadrant of conventionally prepared substrate shows a large variation in
bead distribution. (E) Mean gray value distribution in all four quadrants of additively manufactured (gray) and conventionally made (red)
substrates are shown. Mean gray value calculation is performed from four representative lines of each quadrant. (F) Relative comparison between
each quadrant of the conventional substrate is shown. A large variation in the mean gray value indicates a significant difference in each quadrant.
For a homogeneous distribution, the difference should be close to zero; p < 0.05. (G) Relative comparison between each quadrant of additively
manufactured substrates showing slight variation in mean value, suggesting a homogeneous distribution; p > 0.05.
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Q4. Representative four lines were drawn arbitrarily on each
quadrant. By analyzing the gray value of each pixel along the
lines using the ImageJ software, we plotted the graphs (Figure
4B,D). The line plot shown in Figure 4B,D represents the
white lines shown in Figure 4A,C respectively. By comparing
the representative lines (Figure 4B,D), we could readily see
that the conventionally prepared gels exhibit random peaks and
troughs (Figure 4D) which arise from uncontrolled bead
distribution resulting in streaks and clusters as shown in Figure
4C. In contrast, in the additively manufactured gels (Figure
4A), the bead distribution was uniform throughout the gel
matrix and there were no clusters, streaks, or dark patches
present. As a result, the line plots in Figure 4B show consistent
flat lines with peaks (presence of microbead) and troughs
(absence of microbead) appearing in regular intervals.
For a thorough statistical analysis of the microbead

distribution throughout the quadrants, we plotted a box-
whisker plot of the mean gray value of the pixels from the line
plots as shown in Figure 4E. The mean gray value of the
randomly selected lines (black) from each quadrant were
combined together, which displays almost identical distribu-
tion in all four quadrants for additively manufactured gels.
However, the microbead distribution of conventional gels was
highly spread and uneven among the quadrants. Clustering of
microbeads in the four quadrants leads to significant variation.
This became more evident with the mean gray value difference
between the quadrants. When we plotted the difference in
mean gray value in Figure 4F, we found that the mean gray
value difference for conventional gels was far from zero, in all
four quadrants. In the case of additively manufactured gels
(Figure 4G), the mean gray value difference between each
quadrant was very close to zero, with no statistically significant
difference being observed (one-way ANOVA p-value >0.05 for
additively manufactured gels). Ideally, the difference in mean
gray value between quadrants should be zero or close to zero
for uniform and homogenous distributions.

3.4. PAA Hydrogels Do Not Show Significant
Changes in Surface Roughness that may Affect Living
Cell Functions. Surface topography, such as surface rough-
ness, can be crucial for living cell applications.34,35 To evaluate
the surface topology of additively manufactured PAA
substrates, we used AFM. Additively manufactured PAA
substrates were immersed in water before running assays
with AFM to mimic the natural state of the gels. Surface
roughness was analyzed in NanoScope Analysis which
measured the roughness parameters.36 Surface parameters
obtained were Rq (root mean square deviation), Ra (arithmetic
mean deviation), Rsk (skewness), and Rku (kurtosis).

37 Data
was obtained by analyzing a 5 μm × 5 μm area from the
surface of each gel type. Both the rms surface roughness, Rq,
and arithmetic surface roughness, Ra, values of the gels were
quite similar, within the range of ∼ 20−25 nm (Figure 5; Table
2). This implied that regardless of the different concentrations

of gels, the surface features, that is, peaks and crevices were not
significantly different than each other. The values for Rsk or
skewness also showed close to range (0.118, 0.578, and 1.54)
positive values, which meant the deviation was beneath the
mean distribution line and the surfaces mainly featured peaks
and asperities. The surface peak profile was sharp for all three
gels showing an Rku > 3 with an uneven height distribution.
From the table, we could say that the surface features observed
in different types of gels varied little and will not have a
significant impact on living cell studies due to their size

Figure 5. Surface feature analysis of additively manufactured PAA substrates by atomic force microscopy. (A) Peak force quantitative
nanomechanical mapping (PFQNM) of PAA substrates in 2D is displayed here. Visible surface features were mapped in peak force error. Surface
anomalies and features are visible at this scale. (B) Peak force distribution in 3D format. High-resolution descriptive image showing ridge and
crevices formation along the plane. (C−E) Deformation maps of soft (c), intermediate (d), and stiff (e) substrates are shown here.

Table 2. Common Surface Roughness Parameters for
Additively Manufactured PAA Substrates

hydrogel type Rq (nm) Ra (nm) Rsk Rku
soft 22.9 18.2 0.118 3.57
intermediate 23.8 18.7 0.578 4.85
stiff 25.4 18.2 1.54 10.8
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difference. For perspective, living cell sizes, such as B16F1,
MEF, and HeLa cells, range from at least 10 to 20 μm or
greater38−40 whereas the surface features of gels were in nm
scale. Comparing the scale size of the cell and the similarity in
gel surface roughness among different stiffness, we expect the
impact of the gel surface roughness feature on live-cell
measurements would be negligible. Data were also obtained
for conventionally made PAA gels as a control, which showed
similar features as additively manufactured gels (Supporting
Information Table S1 and Figure S1).

3.5. Viscoelastic PAA Substrates Reveal a Novel
Mechanosensing Feature. The PAA substrates are very
attractive to the mechanobiology research community because
of the ability to tune the mechanical stiffness via adjusting the
ratio of acrylamide monomer and bis-acrylamide crosslinker
content.41 In addition, the crosslinked PAA substrates are
biologically inert, making them suitable for cell substrates with
a variety of functionalization opportunities.42 Furthermore, we

demonstrated in Figure 4 that the additively manufactured gel
composition is homogeneous, as measured by the bead
distribution throughout the gel. Moreover, the additively
manufactured PAA substrates show dissipative behavior
mimicking living tissues. Altogether, we can investigate cell
mechanosensing on additively manufactured PAA substrates of
varying viscoelastic properties by interrogating basic cell
traction response. It would provide us with more accurate,
reliable, and physiologically relevant information.
A cartoon showing a cell segment locally adhered on top of

the PAA substrate via integrins αvβ3 and exerting traction
forces resulting in bead displacements (Figure 6A). Figure 6B
displays actual bead displacement before and after cell
attachment on the viscoelastic PAA substrate. The traction
stress generated at the cell−substrate interface is balanced by
internal cell prestress.43,44 A representative traction image of
B16F1 cells on soft, intermediate, and stiff gels is displayed in
Figure 6C. As the stiffness of the substrates increases, the peak

Figure 6. TFM analysis of B16F1 mouse melanoma cells on additively manufactured PAA substrates of varying stiffness. (A) Schematic illustration
of RGDfK peptide conjugation on an additively manufactured PAA substrate. (B) FITC-conjugated microbead distribution on the PAA substrate
surface is presented here before (stressed) and after (relaxed) cell trypsinization. The relative displacement of microbeads can be readily observed
before and after trypsinization images. (C) Phase and traction maps of B16F1 cells on additively manufactured PAA substrates of varying stiffnesses
are displayed here. The top, middle, and bottom rows show the soft, intermediate, and stiff gel responses, respectively. (D) rms traction of B16F1
cells on different stiffness gels shows that with increasing gel stiffness, rms traction increases linearly. n = 12, data represents mean ± s.e. R2 ≈ 1.0.
(E) Concomitant increase in cell prestress is also observed with increasing gel stiffness. n = 12, data represents mean ± s.e. R2 ≈ 1.0. (F) Very
similar cell spreading is observed across all substrate rigidity; p > 0.05, n = 12, data represents mean ± s.e.
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stress, as well as the root mean square (rms) traction also
increases. As expected, the traction stress generated around the
cell boundary was more elevated than the central regions of the
cell25,43 possibly due to the location of the nucleus, where
fewer focal adhesions would be formed. The rms traction and
corresponding prestress values of single B16F1 cells on
different viscoelastic PAA substrates are summarized in Figure
6D,E which shows a linear trend in traction and corresponding
prestress increase as a function of increasing substrate stiffness.
Best fitted lines were also plotted (Figure 6D,E), considering
the rms traction and prestress relation to soft, intermediate,
and stiff substrates. In Figure 6F, the projected cell area is
shown for different substrate stiffnesses. Unexpectedly, cells
did not spread in the early hours with increasing underlying
substrate stiffness. This suggests cells are sensitive to viscous
solids and cell shape can be decoupled from rms traction and
cytoskeletal prestress. This is consistent with the data
presented by Charrier et al., where 3T3 fibroblasts exhibited
overall smaller areas on viscoelastic substrates compared to
purely elastic substrates.42 As a control experiment, when cells
were seeded on 0.6 versus 8.5 kPa substrates, the projected cell
area increased as a function of underlying substrate stiffness
(Supporting Information Figure S2). Similarly, as the under-
lying substrate stiffness increased, cell traction also increased
(Supporting Information Figure S2).

4. DISCUSSION
Conventionally made crosslinked PAA substrates are reported
to behave as purely linearly elastic substrates.42,45 Here, we
report that additively manufactured PAA substrates behave as
viscoelastic solids. This is a significant observation that has not
been reported before. However, what would be the source of
dissipation in the additively manufactured crosslinked PAA
substrates? Most often, the polymer matrix exhibits viscous
dissipation due to the internal friction of the whole polymer
chain arising from the viscous/fluid chain motion in the
network matrix. Previously, it has been demonstrated that
entrapping viscous chains within an elastic crosslinked network
can generate dissipative polymers.42,46 We speculate that
something similar has happened due to the inherent nature of
SLA additive manufacturing. During additive manufacturing,
each layer is exposed to the UV light source for a
predetermined exposure time. After the elapsed exposure
time of the first layer, the printing base is lifted by the amount
of the layer height thickness and the printing of the second
layer begins. At the beginning of printing the second layer, it
may be very possible to have a semi-cured resin mix to be
entrapped in the first layer. With consecutive layer deposition,
the overall outcome would be the presence of semi-cured resin
mixtures, representing the viscous fluid chains, entrapped and
distributed uniformly throughout the gel. Because we did not
perform any postcuring process, the cured: semi-cured resin
mixture could contribute to the viscoelastic nature of the gel.
This is also supported by the fact that the loss moduli of the
gels decrease with increasing bis-acrylamide (crosslinker)
content.
Living tissues exhibit a loss modulus between 10 and 20% of

their elastic modulus.42,47 Nevertheless, the majority of the
mechanosensing studies relied on crosslinked PAA gels that are
purely elastic and exhibit very little to no loss modulus over a
wide range of time scales.45 Our current understanding of how
cells interpret physical and mechanical cues from physiolog-
ically relevant viscoelastic substrates (mimicking living tissue)

remains poor. Unlike the conventionally made crosslinked
PAA gels, additively manufactured PAA gels exhibited a decent
5−10% loss moduli relative to their elastic storage moduli. We
established the basic relationships between cell traction,
cytoskeletal prestress, and early cell spreading, which happens
to be the first and foremost deciding factor in many
mechanosensing events including stem cell differentiation,
cancer progression, and immune response.1 From our basic
understanding of adherent contractile cells on crosslinked PAA
gels, as the substrate moduli increase, cell spreading also
increases with a concomitant increase in cell traction and
cytoskeletal prestress.22,43,11,48 In other words, early cell
spreading, cell traction, and cytoskeletal prestress are coupled
together and are tightly regulated, which was also evident from
a micropatterned adhesive island study.49 However, early cell
spreading on our additively manufactured PAA substrates of
different stiffness remained almost similar, but cells were able
to increase traction and cytoskeletal prestress with increasing
substrate moduli, indicating a decoupling of cell spreading
from cell traction and cytoskeletal prestress. Consistent with
our findings, fibroblast and human hepatocytes were also found
to spread less with increasing viscoelastic properties of the
substrates (although not with additively manufactured PAA
viscoelastic substrates).50 Along the line, a recent report
showed limited cell spreading response on viscoelastic
substrates,51 possibly due to the Rho family of small GTPases
activity.52 In contrast, the cell spreading and proliferation in
3D alginate-based viscoelastic matrix demonstrates that cell
spreading and proliferation increase with increasing viscoelas-
ticity.53 This apparently disparate outcome of cell spreading
and proliferation with increasing viscoelasticity may be linked
to the concept of 3D mechanical confinements.
Chan and Odde, in 2008, developed a computational

molecular “motor-clutch” model to explain higher traction
force generation with a spread area, where the compliant
substrates were modeled as elastic springs.54 In the future, to
explain the decoupling of cell spreading and traction stress
generation, we will develop a computational model that
includes both springs and dashpots to represent our additively
manufactured viscoelastic PAA substrates. Additionally, to
mimic tissue moduli, various combinations of monomer,
crosslinker, and UV light exposure time can be used to
additively manufacture gels with varying loss moduli. One
additional important parameter we have not addressed here is
the stiffness of cells on our viscoelastic PAA substrates and
how apical cell stiffness would be regulated with basal traction
stresses. We intend to investigate this in the future.
Hydrogels are extensively studied for potential use in devices

with specific applications in bioelectronics and soft machines
including wearable devices, soft robotics, stretchable ionic
devices, and energy harvesting devices.55 The hydrogels are
soft, biocompatible, and allow myriads of functionalization that
permits a wide range of sensing capabilities. As a result, there is
a significant thrust in developing skin-like hydrogels for
wearable electronics.55 In addition, PAA hydrogels are used
extensively in the biomedical and biotechnology fields.56,57

Our additively manufactured PAA gels have a homogenous
microstructural composition with tunable porosity which will
be an asset for western blots, DNA extraction and cleanup, gel
electrophoresis, and purification columns. Moreover, our
technique can be a strength for additive manufacturing of
skin-like hydrogels for tissue engineering applications which
remains to be explored in the future. Furthermore, soft
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polymers with gel consistency are increasingly being used in
the additive manufacture of batteries.58 The three-dimensional
polymer network that allows retaining a large volume of
electrolytes can be very useful for battery design. In particular,
the porosity of the separator is very crucial for the performance
and safety of batteries. In our work, we have demonstrated a
greater control of specific pore size and pore boundary
thickness that can generally be utilized in novel battery designs.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Taken together, we demonstrate a novel method to create
homogeneous and viscoelastic PAA hydrogels, that mimics real
tissues, to show that single living cells are very sensitive to the
dissipative component of the hydrogels. Decoupling cell
spreading from traction and cytoskeletal prestress is a novel
finding which has not been reported in studies conducted on
purely elastic PAA substrates. Furthermore, the fabrication of
PAA substrates can become a bottleneck and may cause
reproducibility issues due to the inherent limitations of the
conventional fabrication process including the lengthy step-
wise protocol, less control of local properties, and dependence
on the user expertise level. The vat photopolymerization
technique allowed us to manufacture PAA substrates with
tunable viscoelastic properties and homogeneous structural
composition and eliminate the shortcomings of conventional
manufacturing altogether. Future studies will be aimed at
independently controlling the dissipative nature of the PAA
substrates.
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